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Abstract 
Green walls can protect building envelope from surrounding environment while contributing to improve 

buildings design and thermal performance. The design concept of a new modular system (Geogreen) for vegetated 

surfaces has been developed to create more sustainable green roofs and green walls.   

This paper aims to present the study of Geogreen system thermal performance in a Mediterranean climate. This 

work is based on the evaluation of local meteorological conditions in three different periods. The Geogreen system 

is tested in an exterior test cell, comprising a reference wall and a wall covered with Geogreen modules. The 

analysis is based in the interior surface temperatures and interior surface heat fluxes of two compartments with the 

same dimensions and thermal characteristics.  

Results show that Geogreen system contributes to: reduce maximum interior surface temperatures and increase 

minimum interior surface temperatures up to 7ºC; mitigate heat transfer, reducing maximum income heat flux by 

75% and maximum outgoing heat flux by 60%; enhance thermal insulation of a wall; and increase thermal delay 

between the exterior and the interior. These aspects can lead to reduce and shift air-conditioning power loads and to 

improve buildings thermal performance.  
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Introduction 

Green wall is the common term to refer to all forms of vegetated wall surfaces. Green walls can be subdivided 

in two main systems: green facades and living walls. There is an evident distinction between green facades, where 

usually climbing plants grow along the wall covering it, and the most recent concepts of living walls, which include 

materials and technology to support a wider variety of plants, creating a uniform growth along the surface. Green 

facades can be classified as direct or indirect. Direct green facades are the ones in which plants are attached directly 

to the wall. Indirect green facades include a supporting structure for vegetation. Living wall systems (LWS) can be 

classified as continuous or modular, according to their application method. Continuous LWS are based on the 

application of lightweight and permeable screens in which plants are inserted individually. Modular LWS are 



elements with a specific dimension, which include the growing media where plants can grow. Each element is 

supported by a complementary structure or fixed directly on the vertical surface . 

Nowadays green wall systems are becoming popular  though they are still evolving and more knowledge on 

some of their particular impacts is required. The traditional composition of plants and soil substrates have been 

combined with new technologies in order to improve their performance and enhance the benefits allowed with 

these systems. 

The final Report of the Horizon 2020 Expert Group on “Nature-Based Solutions and Re-Naturing Cities” 

enhances the attractiveness of green walls among other nature-based solutions, as in the long run they can be more 

cost-effective. As pointed out in this Report there are a number of new approaches for the implementation of 

nature-based solutions including integrating living systems with built systems through innovative combinations of 

soft and hard engineering. Heat stress in cities can be addressed by increasing green spaces and using green walls 

and green roofs. These measures could reduce temperature by up to 10ºC in Mediterranean areas. All of these 

approaches can also contribute to decrease flood risk and air pollution hazards, reduce energy demand in buildings 

(by 10-15%) and improve quality of life . 

Green walls can be a smart approach of urban rehabilitation, contributing to the integration of vegetation in the 

urban context without land occupation , encouraging the fruition of urban areas  and improving buildings design 

and performance. 

Green walls can make part of a sustainable strategy for the urban environment . In fact the integration of 

vegetation in urban areas has several environmental benefits , contributing to: improve air quality , through the 

absorption of CO2  and the retention of dust particles and heavy metals ; mitigate the urban heat island effect , 

influencing the local climatic conditions (temperature and humidity); and biodiversity .  

At the same time, the integration of vegetation in the urban environment makes a positive impact on human 

health and has economic benefits . The presence of green areas influences aesthetically the surrounding urban area 

and contributes to increase property value .  

Green wall systems can also protect building envelope from local climate and surrounding environment. They 

have the ability to function as a complementary acoustic protection , contributing to improve comfort of interior 

spaces. In fact, green walls can be integrated in buildings among several passive design solutions  as a strategy of 

evaporative cooling . Most importantly, they can shadow the envelope , avoid overheating and degradation of 

coating materials, while contributing as an additional thermal protection , minimizing buildings energy demand for 

heating and cooling .  

Green wall systems thermal contribution depends of several factors, such as: the type of vegetation and plants 

characteristics (e.g. leaf shapes, stage of development, colours, forms, solar transmittance, vegetation coverage 

percentage) ; type of substrate and its moisture content ;  the system used (green façade or living wall, their 

composition, materials used, distance from wall), building characteristics (solar orientation, wind exposure)  and 

local climate conditions (e.g. external temperature, humidity, wind, rainfall). So, it is important to understand the 

context and conditions in which each green wall system is applied and how it can improve buildings energy 

performance . 



In Mediterranean regions buildings are exposed to high solar radiation in summer and subjected to high daily 

and annual temperature variations. Therefore, insulating the envelope can contribute to reduce the impact of solar 

radiation in summer and protect it from large temperature differences between the interior and the exterior . Some 

studies have been conducted in Spain and Greece  on the thermal performance of green facades in the 

Mediterranean climate. However, the energy performance of living walls is still a subject relatively new.  

Thus, the present study aims to analyse the influence of a new modular green wall system on the thermal 

behaviour of building envelopes and its impact on their indoor environment in a Mediterranean climate. The 

thermal analysis is performed for a bare wall and the same wall covered with the modular system. The work is 

developed for 3 different periods in the central region of Portugal, between September and December 2013. A 

comparison regarding the bare wall and the covered wall is attained via an experimental setup. Results refer to 

temperature and heat flux values obtained in the interior surface of both walls. 

 

 

System design 

The design concept of a modular system (Geogreen) has been developed with the purpose of creating a more 

sustainable system for green roofs and green walls (see Fig. 1).  This solution emerged from the R&D project 

PTDC/ECM/113922/2009 in which the authors were part of the team. It occurred in University of Beira Interior, 

Portugal between 2011 and 2014 and was partially funded by the Portuguese Foundation for Science and 

Technology (FCT). Its development makes part also of a PhD study funded by the scientific research grant 

SFRH/BD/98422/2013, supported by FCT and POPH/ESF financing program. The presented modular system is 

patented (PT106022A) and was prized in Portugal and USA for its innovation in design, use of local and recycled 

materials and integration of climate adapted plant species. 

The development of Geogreen system is based on the purposes to minimize its environmental impact and 

irrigation needs, enabling its suitability to different surfaces in new buildings and retrofitting, allowing the 

substitution of each module individually and improving buildings thermal performance . 

The Geogreen system is designed to be more versatile than existing green roofs and green walls, allowing the 

creation of either green roofs or green walls, or both. The application process allows modules to remain locked 

together. However, in vertical or sloped surfaces, the system may include a support structure inserted in the voids 

between modules (Fig. 2), allowing its continuity and a reinforcement of its stability. The modular system materials 

selection is based on the reutilization of mine waste materials to develop alkaline activated binders (geopolymers), 

combining natural local materials (like expanded cork) with the insertion of endemic vegetation resistant to dry 

mesomediterranean conditions .The Geogreen modules comprise a geopolymer base plate and an Expanded Cork 

Board (ICB) upper plate (see Fig. 1). The base plate is made of geopolymeric binder using a blend of mine waste 

mud and other recycled alumina silica rich waste materials. By increasing the water absorption capacity of the 

geopolymer plate, the system is able to absorb water and slowly supply it to the plants, minimizing water loss and 

irrigation needs. The upper plate is made of Expanded Cork Board (ICB), a lightweight natural insulation and 



sustainable material made from the agglomeration of expanded cork granules , with adequate structural resistance 

to support the substrate and plants in the designed circular openings. 

With the inclusion of these materials, the system aims to reduce heat loss through the envelope during winter, 

and protect the envelope from direct solar radiation during summer, avoiding excessive thermal gains that would 

overheat the interior. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Geogreen modular system design with plants and substrate.  

a. Adapted plant species; b. Upper plate in expanded cork board; c. Base plate in geopolymer binder. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Geogreen modules in vertical position with interlocking system.  
a. Geogreen modules (empty of soil and plants); b. Support elements.  

 

 



Experimental campaign on the energy performance of a green system in walls 

Materials and methods 

Real climate tests were performed in Covilhã, Portugal, to determine the thermal performance of Geogreen 

system. Covilhã is located in Beira Interior Region which has a dry mesomediterranean climate, characterized by a 

dry and hot season and a cold temperate season, with a large thermal gap between summer and winter seasons.  An 

outdoor test cell was built for this purpose in the University of Beira Interior facilities (see Fig. 3). The test cell is 

located on the top floor of an exterior building turned into a valley. The setting has no projected shades along all 

day (see Figs. 4 and 5). 

 
Fig. 3. Exterior test cell localization and orientation. 

 

 

Figs. 4 and 5. Exterior test cell: 4.North view and 5. South view. 

 

 

The outdoor test cell is 5.10m long, 3.10m wide and 3.10m high. It is subdivided into three compartments. The 

hall and two test compartments, each one with a removable panel in the south oriented wall and another in the roof. 

4. 5. 



Each compartment has an individual access to the entrance and an individual air conditioning unit set. The 

installation of removable panels allows the analysis of different materials for walls and roofs, by comparing a 

reference wall with a new one. The entire test cell was built with 14 cm sandwich panels with polyurethane foam 

covered by 1 mm painted steel sheets in both sides. All doors and openings are made with the same materials but 

with 10 cm thickness. A rubber strip was installed in the edges of each opening to avoid any thermal losses.   

This unit was used in this test by installing two different materials in south oriented walls (see Fig. 6). In 

compartment one was installed a base panel and in compartment two was installed an identical panel covered by 

the Geogreen modules. Both base panels are made of cement bonded particle boards in grey colour, based on a 

compressed dry mixture of pine wood particles and cement, with 22 mm thickness and 0.22 W/m.ºC thermal 

coefficient . Each panel was painted with a white waterproofing paint to avoid any water absorption.  

Real climate tests comparing the bare wall (compartment A), named as reference wall, and a bare wall covered 

with Geogreen modules in different circumstances (compartment B), identified as Geogreen wall, were performed 

in this outdoor test cell between September and December 2013. Each compartment includes an independent air 

conditioning unit. Both air conditioning units were turn on with a set-point temperature (Tint) of 20ºC. 

The weather conditions were analysed based on a weather station, model DAVIS Vantage Pro2 wireless with fan 

6153, installed nearby. Results of local meteorological data as exterior ambient temperature, relative humidity, 

rainfall and solar radiation were measured automatically and gathered every 30 minutes. 

Interior conditions in each compartment were analysed by thermocouples type T and heat flux sensors located in 

the centre of panels. The thermocouples measured the interior surface temperature [ºC] of reference wall (Ts ref) and 

Geogreen wall (Ts G). The heat flux sensors measured the heat flux [W/m2] in the interior surface of reference wall 

(φ s ref) and Geogreen wall (φ s G). Data was measured every 10 minutes and collected in a GRANT Squirrel SQ2040 

series datalogger. 

 
Fig. 6. Test cell plant and section with probes positioning. 

A. Geogreen wall; B. Reference wall. 



Calibration 

Prior to the installation of any other material, a calibration test was settled on the base walls of each 

compartment. This test was established in order to make sure that both compartments (A and B) had similar thermal 

conditions.  

 
Fig. 7. Calibration test of base panels 

 

The calibration test revealed that compartments A and B showed identical thermal conditions (see Fig. 7). In 

both walls the maximum interior surface temperature reached to 27.6ºC (around 3 p.m.) in the last day. The 

mimimum interior surface temperature only reached to 11.5ºC (around 7 a.m.). The results demonstrate how the 

reference wall has more thermal gains during the day and thermal losses at night. 

After calibration, the Geogreen modules were installed over the base panel of compartment A without any air 

gap in between to be able to identify how the modular system can complement the wall thermal insulation and 

thermal mass. The roof openings in both compartments remained sealed with the insulation panels to avoid any 

thermal loss. A first test was carried to compare the thermal behaviour of reference wall with the wall covered with 

Geogreen modules without any vegetation and substrate in the openings (see Fig. 8). This first test (Period 1) was 

conducted between September 2nd and 11th 2013.  

The second test (Period 2) intended to compare the thermal performance of reference wall with the Geogreen 

wall covered with vegetation and substrate. The analysis was performed during early autumn, between October 7h 

and 20th 2013 (see Fig. 9). 

A third test (Period 3) was conducted in order to compare the thermal behaviour of reference wall with 

Geogreen wall, covered with vegetation and substrate, in a period with lower exterior temperatures and less solar 

radiation. The analysis was performed between November 26th and December 9th 2013. 

 



 
Fig. 8. Comparison of temperature variations between the reference wall and the Geogreen wall (Photo taken on August 1st 

2013 at 12h08): a. Reference wall; b. Geogreen wall without plants and substrate; d. Temporary support structure; f. Meteoro-
logical station. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Comparison of temperature variations between the reference wall and the Geogreen wall with plants and substrate (Pho-

to taken on October 8th 2013 at 13h53): a. Reference wall; c. Geogreen wall with plants and substrate; d. Temporary support 
structure; e. Irrigation system; f. Meteorological station. 

 

Vegetation selection and irrigation 

The vegetation installed in Geogreen modules was selected according to a previous study of herbaceous and 

shrubby associations adapted to local climate conditions. This study was conducted in Instituto Politécnico of 

Castelo Branco and consisted on survival rate evaluation of sixteen selected plant species subjected to three distinct 

periods of irrigation and three different substrate mixtures . Based on these results was selected one type of 

substrate, a lightweight composition with 60% organic and 40% inorganic components, specially developed for 

green roofs. In the wall were installed the species that showed a higher survival rate. On the top of the wall were 

installed the Sedum species having less irrigation needs and on the bottom part the Thymus species taking 

advantage of the vertical displacement of irrigation water by gravity (see Fig. 10). 



 

 
Fig. 10. Plant species installed in the tested Geogreen wall. 

 

During Period 2, after the installation of vegetation and substrate in Geogreen wall, emerged the need to irrigate 

the system to ensure that the substrate keeps the amount of moisture needed for plants survival. 

The Geogreen wall was irrigated in the 7th, 9th and 11th of October at the end of the afternoon, around 17:00 by a 

perforated tube installed under the substrate, which worked between 4 to 7 minutes until the modules were 

completely wet. In day 2 the air relative humidity was between 68% and 38%, achieving its minimum at 15:00. 

Therefore the Geogreen wall was irrigated during 4 minutes. However the variation of air relative humidity 

increased in day 4, which was between 74% and 30%, achieving its minimum at 15:30. Considering that the 

Geogreen wall was visibly dry in day 4 it led us to increase the irrigation to a 7 minutes period.  

 

Weather analysis 

For the purpose of this study three Periods were considered. Period 1 corresponds to a cooling season, with high 

exterior ambient temperatures (Text) reaching to 32.8ºC and a maximum global solar radiation of 894 W/m2. Period 

2 is a mild season with daily temperatures between 25.7ºC and 9.1ºC and a maximum global solar radiation of 692 

W/m2. Period 3 corresponds to a heating season with very low temperatures, mostly during the night, showing 

temperature variations between 15.2ºC and -1.2ºC.  

Maximum global solar radiation obtained in the days of each period is quite constant. Nevertheless, drops can 

be justified by the presence of some cloudiness. When comparing the maximum global solar radiation (G) for each 

selected period, it can be noticed that it was reduced to less than half between Period 1 and 3, which must reflect 

significantly on solar gains of the exposed surfaces. 

 



 
Fig. 11. Exterior ambient temperature and global solar radiation along the selected periods. 

 

 

Analysis and discussion 

This study comprises the comparative analysis of interior surface temperatures and heat fluxes between a bare 

wall, named as reference wall, and a wall covered with Geogreen modules in different setups, identified as 

Geogreen wall. In a first setup (Period 1) the Geogreen wall includes only the Geogreen modules fitted into each 

other without any vegetation and substrate (see Fig. 8). In a second setup (Periods 2 and 3) the Geogreen wall 

includes the Geogreen modules filled with vegetation and substrate (see Fig. 9).  

Geogreen wall, reached to lower maximum interior surface temperatures and higher minimum interior surface 

temperatures than the corresponding reference walls in all Periods (Fig. 13). 

In fact, reference wall maintains high interior surface thermal amplitude (ΔTs = Ts max – Ts min) in all periods but 

the Geogreen wall had a significant reduction in the interior surface thermal amplitude between the analysed 

periods. Interior surface thermal amplitude (ΔT s x) is obtained from the difference between the maximum daily 

interior surface temperature (Ts min) and the minimum daily interior surface temperature (Ts min). 

 

 

 



Table 1 
Maximum and minimum interior surface temperatures and thermal amplitude of reference wall (Ts ref) and Geogreen wall (Ts G) 
in the selected periods. 

 
 
 

 

 



 
Fig. 12. Interior surface temperatures of reference wall (T s ref) and Geogreen wall (T s G) during Periods 1, 2 and 3. 

 

 
Fig. 13.  Incoming/ outgoing heat flux obtained in reference wall (ϕ s ref) and Geogreen wall (ϕ s G) during Periods 1, 2 and 3. 

 

 

From the analysis of reference wall heat fluxes (ϕ s ref) along all periods (see Fig. 14) it can be said that higher 

incoming heat fluxes were reached during Periods 1 and 2. The incoming and outgoing heat fluxes present the same 



behavior in Periods 1 and 2 with higher thermal gains during the day and overnight thermal losses. However the 

main direction of heat flux is substantially changed in Period 3, in which the outgoing heat fluxes are superior to 

the incoming heat fluxes. These results show how reference wall is barely thermal insulated.  

In Geogreen wall the incoming heat fluxes (ϕ s G) decrease significantly from Period 1 to Period 3. Yet, the 

outgoing ϕ s G followed the opposite direction.  

From the obtained results between Geogreen wall and reference wall in each Period, it can be said that thermal 

gains by conduction are reduced by 37% in Period 1 with the application of Geogreen elements and by 75% in 

Period 2, with application Geogreen elements filled with substrate and plants. In Period 3 the results are also 

positive revealing a reduction by 60% in maximum outgoing heat flux. 

 

Effect of Geogreen modules 

The comparison of results between reference wall and Geogreen wall during Period 1 allows understanding the 

effect of Geogreen modules based on their composition with a geopolymer base plate and the ICB upper plate with 

circular openings, without any vegetation and substrate in the openings (see Fig. 8). 

From the results obtained in Period 1 it can be said that Geogreen modules provide additional thermal protection 

to temperature variations in the cooling season. The Geogreen wall reflects a drop in the average daily thermal 

amplitude up to 4.1ºC. It increases the minimum interior surface temperature up to 1.8ºC and reduces of the 

maximum interior surface temperature up to 3°C. 

In Period 1 incoming heat fluxes occurred during the day in both walls, reaching to its maximum in the 

afternoons. The obtained results demonstrate how Geogreen elements by themselves have a positive impact on the 

wall thermal resistance.  

 

Effect of vegetation and substrate  

The evaluation of the effect of vegetation and substrate inserted in Geogreen modules openings is made in 

Periods 2 and 3 (see Fig. 9). In Period 2 the temperature difference between maximum temperatures of reference 

wall and Geogreen wall reached to 7ºC in the day with maximum solar radiation. Its impact is also evident in 

Period 3, when the climatic conditions where most unfavourable. During Period 3 the maximum temperature 

difference reached to 8.8ºC and the minimum temperature difference reached to -7.7ºC.  

Geogreen system introduces attenuations in the interior surface temperatures both in Periods 2 and 3. It 

contributes to an effective reduction of maximum interior surface temperatures, which did not exceed 20.6ºC in 

Period 2. And it contributes to increase minimum interior surface temperatures, which values were above 12.8ºC in 

Period 2 and 16.6ºC in Period 3.  

Through the analysis of the entire temperature range between reference wall and Geogreen wall it can be stated 

that Geogreen system has impact on thermal wave damping. In fact is in Period 3, that the thermal protection 

offered by Geogreen elements filled with vegetation and substrate becomes more evident.  



The system contributes to decrease the average daily interior thermal amplitude (Average ΔTref - Average ΔTG) 

up to 11.3ºC in Period 3. It is also noted that in Period 3, Geogreen wall interior surface temperatures get closer to 

comfort zone, despite low external temperatures and low global solar radiation.  

Through the comparison of heat fluxes in reference wall and Geogreen wall, it can be noticed that the Geogreen 

system helps to mitigate and delay heat transfer in both directions.  

When exterior ambient temperatures and solar radiation are high (during the day) Geogreen wall attenuates and 

delay energy flow into the interior, avoiding interior spaces to overheat. In fact during Period 2, Geogreen wall had 

75% less thermal losses by conduction than reference wall. It is also important to note that while reference wall had 

mainly thermal gains by conduction during the day, Geogreen wall only had them during the night. This 

demonstrates how Geogreen wall increases the wall thermal mass. Considering its materials and composition, it has 

the ability to absorb a significant part of the heat coming from the outside along the day (mainly solar radiation and 

convection heat transfer with ambient air) and slowly release it into the interior overnight. 

These results reflect the thermal contribution of Geogreen wall to avoid overheating. And demonstrate how the 

application of Geogreen wall can contribute to reduce cooling loads and consequently decrease buildings energy 

consumption.  

In Period 3 temperature drop is mitigated by the application of Geogreen wall, which contributes to the 

reduction of thermal losses by conduction  in 60%. Yet, the reduction of thermal gains and thermal losses in 

Geogreen wall demonstrates how the Geogreen system increases the wall thermal insulation.  

Therefore it can be considered that the Geogreen wall with vegetation and substrate contributes to mitigate the 

heat fluxes peaks and to provide a thermal delay between the exterior and the interior and consequently affect 

positively the thermal response of the wall. Overall, Geogreen modules with vegetation and substrate improve the 

thermal response of the wall, allowing both higher thermal resistance and higher thermal mass than reference wall. 

Phase 2 

A second study was developed between February and March 2015 in order to replicate the walls and alternate 

their position in the outdoor test cell. During this period were determined the exterior and interior surface 

temperatures in both walls. At first the Geogreen wall was located in wall A (week 1) and then it was positioned in 

wall B (week 2).  

As shown in Figure 16, the exterior surface temperature difference between Geogreen wall and Reference wall 

is significant, reaching up to 15ºC. Higher values were obtained in days with higher solar radiation. The results 

demonstrate how the Geogreen elements have also the ability to reduce the wall exterior surface temperature during 

the day and increase it at night.  

 

 



 
Fig. 14. Exterior ambient temperatures and global solar radiation during phase 2. 

 

 
Fig. 15. Surface probes positioning in Geogreen wall. 

 

 
Fig. 16. Exterior surface temperature difference between Geogreen wall and Reference wall in Phase 2. 

 



 

Conclusion 

This study investigates the influence of a new modular green wall system on the thermal behaviour of building 

envelopes and its impact on their indoor environment in a Mediterranean climate. The modular system comprises 

water retaining geopolymeric base plate that slowly supplies water into the plants and an Expanded Cork Board 

(ICB) upper plate that reduce heat loss through the envelop during winter, aiming to create a sustainable system for 

green roofs and green walls. 

Overall, the obtained results point out the effectiveness of Geogreen system when compared with bare wall 

under the same environmental conditions. The research focused on the comparison of the interior surface 

temperatures and heat flux between a Reference wall and the Geogreen wall in three different periods. From this 

study it can be concluded that for the evaluated periods, when compared to a reference wall, the studied system: 

- Offers an additional thermal protection to temperature variations even without vegetation and substrate in its 

openings. 

- Improves thermal comfort of indoor spaces by reducing the interior thermal amplitude of walls, decreasing 

and delaying walls heat flow between the interior and exterior. 

- Introduces an increased attenuation of interior surface temperatures when applied wiith plants and substrate. 

Reducing maximum interior surface temperatures and increasing minimum interior surface temperatures up 

to 7ºC, during heating season.  

- Has impact on the thermal wave damping. It contributes to decrease the average daily interior thermal 

amplitude (Average ΔTref - Average ΔTG) in 11.3ºC, during heating season. 

- Helps to mitigate heat transfer by increasing the thermal delay between the exterior and the interior.  

- Reduces thermal gains by conduction in 75% in warmer days and thermal losses  in 60%, during heating 

season. 

- And contributes to reduce the exterior surface temperature up to 15ºC. 

So, this solution can contribute to the improvement of buildings thermal performance in order to provide a 

better thermal comfort for buildings occupants. 

Further results may comprise the analysis of Geogreen wall thermal behavior during a cooling season, namely to 

determine its potential as passive cooling system. And how it can contribute to reduce and time shift of the cooling 

load peaks avoiding oversized air conditioning systems, with higher energy consumption. 
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Highlights 

� Real climate analysis is conducted in a Mediterranean climate. 

� A new modular system for vegetated surfaces (Geogreen wall) is presented. 

� It attenuates interior surface temperatures up to 7ºC. 

� It decreases the average daily interior thermal amplitude up to 11.3ºC. 

� It reduces maximum incoming heat flux in 75% and maximum outgoing heat flux in 60%. 

 




